
Unit – IV 

Op- Amp as Nonlinear Circuits 
 

Op-amps in switching circuits, zero crossing detectors, inverting Schmitt trigger circuits, 

non-inverting Schmitt circuits, astable multivibrator, and monostable multivibrator. 
 

****************************************************************************************** 

Op-amps in switching circuits  

 

In switching applications, the op-amp is normally switched the positive and negative 

saturation levels (+Vosat and -Vosat). 

 

The factors that influences the operation of switching circuits are  

• Output voltage swing 

• Maximum differential input voltage 

• Slew rate 

• Frequency compensation 

 

Output voltage swing 

 

Many op-amps can have the output switched from one 

supply level to the other, this is known as Rail to Rail 

operation. 

Output Voltage Swing defines how close the op-amp 

output can be driven to rail to rail under defined operating 

conditions where the op-amp still can function correctly.  

For many op-amps, the output saturation voltages are 

typically the supply voltage levels minus 1V. this 1V drop 

is only rough approximation.     Figure 4.1: output voltage swing 

 

The output voltage swing for rail to rail operation  

ΔVo= Vo(sat)- (-Vo(sat)) 

 

The output voltage for typical switching circuits is  

ΔVo = (VCC-1V) – (VEE+1) 

 

Maximum differential input voltage 

In switching application, one input terminal of the op-amp may be grounded while a large 

positive or negative voltage is applied to the other terminal. Thus, there is a large 

differential input voltage.  

In this case, one of the op-amp input transistors may have its base – emitter junction 

reverse biased. A typical BJT cannot survive more than 5V of base – emitter reverse bias; 

however most of the op-amps are designed to handle large differential voltages.  

 

Slew Rate 

The maximum switching speed or the rate of change of the op-amp output voltage is 

termed as slew rate. 



The slew rate has great influence in the output of the switching 

circuits, the output may be distorted when the pulse input signal 

is applied. 

As illustrated in the figure the rise time and fall time of the 

square wave is too small, but the output rise time and fall times 

are large enough to considerably change the shape of the 

waveform. 

The slew rate gives the output rise and fall time as  

Δt = ΔVo / SR  
Figure4.2 : input output waveform with Δt<<t 

 

If the rise time and fall times of the output are not greater than 10% of the waveform 

pulse width (PW), the output will at least look like a rectangular wave. This may be an 

acceptable amount distortion in some situations. Other circumstances might require 

output rise and fall time much smaller than 10% of pulse width . 

 

Frequency compensation 

 

Frequency compensation is a technique used in amplifiers, and especially in amplifiers 

employing negative feedback. It usually has two primary goals: To avoid the 

unintentional creation of positive feedback, which will cause the amplifier to oscillate. 

 

The feedback in switching circuits is usually a positive dc quantity, rather than negative 

ac, So the ac stability considerations, important in linear applications, do not apply in op-

amp switching circuits. 

 

Voltage level detectors 

Zero Crossing Detectors 

 

This is an electronic circuit designed to detect every zero crossing in the input.  

 

 

Non- inverting zero crossing detector 

 

The input voltage that causes 

the output to switch is not 

precisely zero, but some very 

small voltage (typically 

100µV) above or below zero. 

 

The input waveform can be of  
         Figure 4.3: non-inverting zero crossing detector 

 

any shape (sinusoidal, pulse, ramp , etc) and the output will always be a rectangular-type 

wave 

 

 



When the input is above the ground level 

The output is saturated in the positive direction   

When the input is below the ground level 

The output is saturated in the negative direction  

 

Inverting zero crossing detector or Inverter 

This is constructed using an op-amp with the 

inverting terminal grounded and the input is 

applied to the inverting input.  

When the input is above the ground level 

The output is saturated in the negative 

direction   

when the input is below the ground level 

the output is saturated in the positive 

direction  
Figure 4.3: inverting zero crossing detector 

 

Voltage Level Detector 

This circuit detects the crossings of a 

predetermined voltage in the input 

waveform. This is obtained by biasing 

op-amp inverting terminal with the 

voltage divider (R1 and R2).  

 

When the input crosses the 

predetermined voltage level, the 

circuit changes the output state. 

 
Figure 4.4: Voltage level Detector 

 

The design of this circuit involves finding the resistor values for the voltage divider and 

suitable op-amp should be selected 

 

Voltage level detectors and zero crossing detectors are also referred to as 

comparators. 

 

Inverting Schmitt Trigger 

 

A Schmitt trigger circuit is a fast operating voltage level detector. 

 

The circuit is designed by using op-amp and few resistors, the input is applied to the 

inverting terminal, and the signal for the non-inverting input is feedback from the output.  

 

When the op-amp output is at its maximum positive level(+Vosat) 

the voltage across R2 is positive voltage. Thus with Vi = 0, the positive voltage appears at 

non-inverting terminal and the output remains at (+Vosat). 

 



To change the output level 

The input voltage at the inverting terminal should be greater than the voltage at the non-

inverting terminal (VR2). So the voltage + VR2 is referred to as Upper Trigger Point (UTP) 

for the circuit and is given by  

 

 

 

 

When the op-amp output is at its maximum negative level(-Vosat) 

The voltage across R2 is negative voltage. The non-inverting terminal is negative with 

respect to the inverting terminal, causing the output to remain at –Vo(sat). 

  

To change the output level 

the input voltage at the inverting terminal should be driven below the non-inverting 

terminal. So the voltage –VR2 is referred to as Lower Trigger Point (LTP) for the circuit 

and is given by. 

 

 

 

Note when the input has been increased above UTP, the Vo is switched to – Vo(sat), then V 

VR2 becomes a negative quantity and the output remains at – Vo(sat) even when Vi falls 

below UTP. The output state changes to + Vo(sat) only when input is driven below – VR2.   

 

Hysteresis  

The difference between the UTP and LTP is termed hysteresis  

One of the most important effects of hysteresis is the elimination of noise triggering. 

Consider a signal which is affected by noise, when this is the input to the zero crossing, 

the output state change occurs at every zero crossing as shown in figure. This produces 

unstable output.  

When a Schmitt trigger circuit is used in place of the zero crossing detector, the 

hysteresis eliminates the multiple triggering around the zero level as shown in figure. 

 
 

Figure 4.5: elimination of noise in inverting Schmitt trigger  

 

 



Input and Output Characteristics 

This is a plot between input and output voltage, to understand the characteristics consider 

the voltages at each of the numbered points on the graph. 

 

 
Figure 4.6: input and output of  inverting Schmitt trigger  

 

 
Circuit Design 

Design of inverting Schmitt trigger involves finding resistor values by assuming a voltage 

divider current is much larger than the op-amp input bias current. 

 

The resistor values are calculated as  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

When using a BIFET op-amp, select the largest resistor as 1 Mohms. 

 

 



Adjusting the trigger points 

 

Some applications may require different UTP and LTP values, this is achieved by the use 

of diodes.  

  

 

The figure shows the method to obtain LTP=0V and 

predetermined level of UTP. The Diode D1 is forward 

biased when the op-amp output is positive. In this 

condition, the UTP is VR2. 

When the Vo is negative, diode D1 is reverse biased and 

the non-inverting terminal is connected to the ground via R2, 

giving zero level for the LTP.  

 

  
Figure 4.7: inverting Schmitt trigger with LTP=0 

 

 

This circuit can be used to set different magnitudes of 

UTP and LTP , 

When VO is positive, D1 is forward biased and D2 is 

reverse biased and the UTP is set by resistors R1 and R2 

When VO is negative, D2 is forward biased and D1 is 

reverse biased and the LTP is set by resistors R3 and R2. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 4.8: inverting Schmitt trigger with different UTP and LTP  

 

The diode forward voltage drop (VF) must be considered when calculating the trigger 

points for both of the circuits i.e Vo = Vo(sat) -VF. 

 

Non – inverting Schmitt trigger  

 

This circuit diagram is similar to inverting Schmitt trigger, 

here the inverting terminal is 

grounded and the non 

inverting input is connected 

to the junction of R1 and R2. 

 
Figure 4.9:non- inverting Schmitt trigger  
 

The input and output waveforms show that Vo switches 

rapidly from –Vosat to +Vosat when Vi arrives at UTP and 

that Vo switches back to –Vosat when vi falls to the LTP.  
    Figure 4.10: input and output waveforms  



As the UTP and LTP are derived from the circuit diagram at the instant of swithching  

 

 

 

 

 

The design of this circuit involves finding the values of R1 and R2. Voltage divider 

current I2 is selected much larger than the op-amp input bias current. Then the values are 

found using 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Adjusting Triggering Points 

 

This circuit provides LTP=0 and UTP = 

predetermined level. 

When the output voltage is negative, the diode 

conducts. The UTP is determined by R2 and R1 to 

change the output to positive. 

When the output is positive, the diode is off, 

there is effectively zero voltage drop across R1 

giving LTP =0. 
Figure 4.11: inverting Schmitt trigger with LTP=0 

 

 

 

This circuit provides different UTP and LTP values. 

When the output voltage is negative, the diode D1 

conducts and D2 is off . The UTP is determined by 

R2 and R1 to change the output to positive. 

When the output is positive, the diode D1 is off 

and D2 is on, The LTP is determined by R3 and R1 

to change the output to negative. 

 
Figure 4.12: inverting Schmitt trigger with different UTP and LTP  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Astable Multivibrator 

 

it continuously switches its output between high and low levels; it has no stable state. 

 

An astable multivibrator is constructed using a 

inverting Schmitt trigger and a additional resistor and 

capacitor as shown in figure. 

When the output is positive, the capacitor is 

designed to charge to the level of UTP and it is given 

as input to inverting terminal, as the capacitor voltage 

arrives at UTP , and the same level of UTP is also 

derived from the R3 and given as input to the non-

inverting terminal, with this scenario the Schmitt 

trigger output switches from positive to negative. 

 

 

 

When the output is negative the current 

flows out of the capacitor, removing its 

positive charge, and recharging it with the 

opposite polarity. This continues until VC1 

reaches the LTP, then the output rapidly 

switches back to the op-amp positive 

saturation level and the cycle continues. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The frequency of the output signal can also be controlled by 

using a variable resistor and by switching capacitor values as 

shown in figure.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

The design of astable multivibrator involves  

1. design of inverting Schmitt trigger  

2. selection of suitable R and C values 

 

 



The minimum charging current occurs when Vc1 is at the UTP and Vo is at its maximum 

positive voltage and is given by. 

 
 

Once the capacitor of R1 is determined, C1 can be calculated from the capacitor charging 

equation and the desired half cycle time of the output (t). Then  

 
When a BIFET op-amp is used, the capacitance of C1 should be selected much larger than 

straty capacitance, then I1 and R1 is determined from the above equation.  

 

To design a Schmitt trigger using BIFET  op-amp , the largest of two resistor is (R2 and 

R3 ) is first selected as 1Mohms. 

 

 


